Mime Skits

Drama Team

Hosea 12
I spoke to the prophets,
gave them many visions
and told (acted out) parables through them."
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PROMISES FOR DRAMA TEAM
Hosea 12
10
I spoke to the prophets,
gave them many visions
and told (acted out) parables through them."
Ezekiel 4
1
"Now, son of man, take a clay tablet, put it in front of you and draw the city of Jerusalem on it. 2 Then
lay siege to it: Erect siege works against it, build a ramp up to it, set up camps against it and put
battering rams around it. 3 Then take an iron pan, place it as an iron wall between you and the city and
turn your face toward it. It will be under siege, and you shall besiege it. This will be a sign to the house
of Israel.
4
"Then lie on your left side and put the sin of the house of Israel upon yourself… 6 "After you have
finished this, lie down again, this time on your right side, and bear the sin of the house of Judah.
Jeremiah 27
…this word came to Jeremiah from the Lord : 2 This is what the Lord said to me: "Make a yoke out of
straps and crossbars and put it on your neck. 3 Then send word to the kings of Edom, Moab, Ammon,
Tyre and Sidon through the envoys who have come to Jerusalem to Zedekiah king of Judah. 4 Give
them a message for their masters and say, 'This is what the Lord Almighty, the God of Israel, says:
Luke 24
28
As they approached the village to which they were going, Jesus acted as if he were going farther.
1 Peter 4
10
Each one should use whatever gift he has received to serve others, faithfully administering God's
grace in its various forms.
1 Corinthians 15
Therefore, my dear brothers, stand firm. Let nothing move you. Always give yourselves fully to the
work of the Lord, because you know that your labor in the Lord is not in vain.
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Agenda for Practices
DRAMA TEAM

1. Pray
2. Reports/status
3. Practice:
a. walk through
b. w/out music
c. to music
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4. Close/suggestions/comments
5. Prayer

EQUIPMENT NEEDED
-

1 CD or tape player:______________________
Signs or Banners for each skit:______________
Music Person to start CD/tapes:_____________

DRESS: Suggested, improvise if possible…
Shirts ?
1 pair of white gloves
1 white face make-up paint
1 lip stick (red)
1 sponge for putting on make-up
1 eye liner (black)
1 mascara for eye lids
1 pocket mirror
TOTAL COST:

$6.00
$3.00
$6.00
$ .50
$6.00
$6.00
$1.50
Tax: $2.00
___________
~ $ 32.00

Optional: Fanny-pack/bag

$10.00

TEAM MEMBERS: Contacts
EMAIL:
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PHONE/CELL:
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NAME:

Album:

Artist:

Song Title:

Track:

Skit:

#1

December

George Winston

Thanksgiving

1

The Heart

#1

Winter Into Spring

George Winston

January Stars

1

The Trial

#2
#3

Psychedelic Soul
Winter Into Spring

Temptations
George Winston

Smiling Faces
Reflections

12
4

The Mask
nd
The Mask/2 half

#4

Swing Down Chariot

Golden Gate Quartet

Shadrack

7

The Fiery Trial

#5

The Finest Moments

Sandi Patti

Via Dolorosa

12

Via Dolorosa
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MUSIC LIST
FOR DRAMA TEAM

The Heart
Done to music. George Winston
People Needed: at least 4 if possible.

SCENES:w/banner
Guy enters stage as he is walking along
Guy’s heart palpates normally ( hand to chest),
Girl comes in as she is picking flowers
Guy notices girl, flirt with eyes and body…
Guy’s heart races, come closer together
Guy meets girl,
Girl flirts with boy
Girl asks what is that “palpating”?
Girls asks to have it…
Guy gives heart to girl,
Girl plays with guy’s heart,
Girl (tickles, throws heart up in air)…
Guy is reacting to the manipulation of heart ,
Girl is stroking heart
Ice cream vender comes selling ice cream,
Ice cream vender pulling cart right bell…
Girl points and demands ice cream,
Guy buys ice-cream (orders 1 scoop),
Girl demands 2 scoops,
Girl gets 2 scoops
Ice cream vender demands payment,
Guy pays but with no tip,
Ice cream vender exits insulted
Girl takes 1 lick and throws it away,
Guy is bewildered, complains to girl
Girl crunches heart in hand to control Guy
Guy is pacified and calms down by petting it
Thief enters stage selling merchandise,
Thief shows ring to girl, from inside cape
Girl is excited and wants it,
Guy is obliged to buy a cheaper one,
Girl demands the expensive one,
Guy searches for money in pockets,
Guy ends up with no money,
Girl gets mad, crunches heart to control Guy
Guy physically feels the pain in his body, chest

Props Needed:
1. cap:__________________________
2. handkerchief:___________________
3. black cape:_____________________
4. Bible:__________________________

Stud enters the scene,
Stud strokes his hair,
Stud nodes head at girl, (was up?)
Girl flirts with stud, eye contact, body…
Guy is perplexed, about to loose Girl…
Stud strolls in between them, takes Girl’s hand
and put his ring on her,
Guy tries to hold on to her Girl and struggle
Girl brushes Guy off and leaves with Stud,
Girl hesitates and returns to Guy,
Girl takes Guy’s heart and twists it,
Girl brakes heart in half and stomps on it,
Guy’s heart is broken as is mirrored in his body
Guy tries to pick up the peaces from the floor
as weeps on his knees,
Christian comes along w/ Bible in hand,
Guy tried to hide his broken heart
Christian asks what is wrong, gets down on
knees also…
Guy shows heart and is devastated, ashamed,
Christian empathizes
Christian opens Bible, shares one verse,
Christian touches lips and heart and point
toward Heaven
Christian invites Guy to receive new life,
hope…salvation,
Christian prays as
Guy prays to receive Christ, takes heart, offers
it up to Heaven and receives new one and
places it in chest
Guy’s countenance changes…
Christian and Guy leave discussing the LORD.
END

MORAL OF STORY: Don’t give your heart away! Only the LORD can give you a new heart and truly satisfy the
desires of one’s heart.
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Guy:_______________________
Girl:_______________________
Ice cream vender:____________
Thief:______________________
Stud:______________________
Christian:___________________
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Banner Designs
FOR DRAMA TEAM
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Make Up Designs
FOR DRAMA TEAM
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Suggestions/NOTES

